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Abstract 

Today, it is well known that Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has four types 
of proteins within its structure, between them the spike protein (S). The infection mechanism is carried out by 
the entry of the virus into the human host cell through the S protein, which strongly interacts with the human 
cell receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2). In this work, we propose an atomic model of the Receptor 
Binding Domain (RBD) of the S spike protein of the wild-type SARS-CoV-2 virus. The molecular structure of the 
model was composed of 50 amino acids that were chemically bonded, starting with Leucine and ending with one 
amino acid Tyrosine. The novelty of our work lies in the importance of knowing the sites and zones of maximum 
reactivity of the RBD from the fundamental levels of quantum mechanics considering the atomic structure of 
matter. For this, the local and global reactivity indices of the RBD were calculated, such as frontier orbitals, Highest 
Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO), Fukui indices, chemical 
potential, chemical hardness, electrophilicity index; with this, it will be possible to know what type of molecules are 
more likely to interact with the RBD structure, and in this way, new knowledge will be generated at the quantum, 
atomic and molecular level to inhibit the virulent effects of wild-type SARS-CoV-2. Finally, in order to identify the 
functional groups within the most stable structure and thereby verify the future reactions that can be carried 
out between the RBD structure and biomolecules, the Infrared (IR) absorption spectrum was calculated. For this 
work, we used Material Studio v6.0 which uses the density functional theory (DFT) implemented in its DMol3 
computational code. The IR spectrum was obtained using the Spartan ‘94 computer code. One novelty would be 
that we found nine amino acids more that could make the RBD and ACE2 binding further the already known. Thus, 
the Mulliken charge distribution indicates that the highest concentrations of positive and negative charge are found 
in the zones 477S, 478T, 484E, and 501N amino acids letting ionic or Van der Waals possible interactions with other 
structures.

has spread to all countries in the geography of Latin America 
and the world [1,2]. So, there is still much to know about the 
development, changes, and mutations, as well as the effects on 
the human body of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) virus and its different mutations, 
which are causes of the symptoms of the COVID-19.

Nowadays, it is well known that SARS-CoV-2 has four types 
of proteins within its structure, namely the spike protein (S), 

Introduction
Undoubtedly, there have been notable advances in 

combating the coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) 
pandemic, which has affected the health of a good percentage 
of the world’s inhabitants and unfortunately caused the death 
of many of them, however, until June 14, 2022, around 536.6 
million cases of SARS-CoV-2 have been registered in the world. 
The coronavirus that originated in the Chinese city of Wuhan 
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the membrane protein (M), the envelope protein (E), and 
the nucleocapsid protein (N). The mechanism of infection is 
carried out by the entry of the virus into the human host cell 
through protein S, which strongly interacts with the human 
cell receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 [3,4]. The 
structure of the S protein is made up of more than 1200 amino 
acids divided into two functional subunits called S1 and S2. 
Within S1 is the receptor binding domain (RBD) consisting 
of 50 amino acids from L455 (Leucine) to Y505 (Tyrosine). 
It is precisely the RBD that is directly responsible for binding 
strongly to ACE2. For this reason, many of the interdisciplinary 
research groups around the world have focused their efforts 
on studying the structure and properties of RBD together with 
the mechanisms of interaction with ACE2 [5-9]. 

Due to the experimental dif iculty in determining structural 
properties at quantum levels, some studies have carried 
out research using modeling techniques and computational 
simulations to determine, among other things, the binding 
mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 to ACE2, which may aid the design 
of therapeutics for COVID-19 infection [10,11]. However, the 
models used for the RBD in these studies do not consider the 
atomic structure of the amino acids nor do they locate the 
points and zones of maximum reactivity within the RBD. That 
is why more research effort is required to answer several 
questions about the mechanisms of infection by SARS-CoV-2 
related to the reactivity and selectivity indices of the RBD of 
the protein of the spike S of SARS-CoV-2 [8,12-15].

In this work, in order to ind the points and zones of 
maximum reactivity of the RBD, an atomic model of the RBD of 
SARS-CoV-2 was built by chemically joining the 50 amino acids 
that form it and the most stable structure was obtained by 
carrying out the process energy minimization. It is well known 
that the full length of S has more than 1200 amino acids, which 
is divided into two subunits (S1 and S2), within subunit 1 the 
Receptor binding domain from L455 to Y505 is located. In this 
work, only this region was studied since it is the most prone 
to bind with the human cell receptor angiotensin-converting 
enzyme 2. The results of energy minimization and normal 
vibration modes (all being of positive frequency) guarantee 
that the atomic model is stable and is a good approximation to 
the real structure of SARS-CoV-2 S spike-RBD. Subsequently, 
using density functional theory techniques, the HOMO-LUMO 
frontier orbitals were calculated along with their respective 
energies, as well as the Fukui indices and the charge 
distribution through the Mulliken population analysis. 

The results obtained with this alternative model, which 
is based on quantum, atomic, and molecular levels, coincide 
with what has been reported in the scienti ic literature since 
2020; moreover, we gain new insight into new sites and zones 
in RBD with a high probability of binding to other molecules. 
The new knowledge generated at this may be used in different 
endeavors to inhibit the virulent effects of wild-type SARS-
CoV-2 and new variants.

Th eoretical methodology
The irst step of this work consisted of building the atomic 

model of the RBD region of the Sars-CoV-2 S-protein, for which 
the construction tools of the Materials Studio software were 
used; see Figure A1 and Table A2 of the appendix for easier 
reproducibility. The atomic structure of the RBD consists of 
a set of 50 chemically linked amino acids according to the 
sequence L (Leucine 455), F, R, K, S, N, L, K, P, F, E, R, D, I, S, T, 
E, I, Y, Q, A, G, S, T, P, C, N, G, V, E, G, F, N, C, Y, F, P, L, Q, S, Y, G, 
F, Q, P, T, N, G, V, G, Y (Tyrosine 505), each letter corresponds 
to a type of amino acid [16]. Subsequently, optimization of the 
geometry and minimization of the energy of the entire RBD 
was carried out in order to obtain the most stable structure. 

The calculation of HOMO and LUMO molecular orbitals, 
as well as the Fukui indices and the Mulliken charge 
population, were performed within the Density Functional 
Theory implemented in the DMol3 computational code from 
Materials Studio. Quantum exchange-correlation interactions 
were calculated using the generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA) and the Perdew-Wang 91 (PW91) functional [17-19]. 
Numerical functions of the Double Numerical plus d-Functions 
(DND) type with unrestricted spin were used as the base 
set. Pseudopotentials were not used for these calculations 
[20]. The entire RBD system was studied electrically neutral 
and within an aqueous medium of the dielectric constant of 
78.54 belonging to water. The convergence parameters of 
the variables in the geometry optimization process were 
established as follows: energy, 10-4 Ha; gradient, 2x10-2 Å; 
displacement, 5 x 10-2 Å; maximum displacement, 0.3 Å.

With that information, the electron af inity (EA) and 
ionization potential (IP) were obtained through electronic 
energies of the anionic, neutral, and cationic states of the RBD, 
symbolized as E(N+1), E(N), and E(N-1), respectively. The 
equations for electron af inity and ionization potential are 
given by:

 1 ( ),EA E N E N      (1)

and

   1 .IP E N E N      (2)

According to Koopmans theorem, those energies can be 
used to calculate global reactivity indices such as chemical 
potential (μ), electrophilicity index (ꞷ), and chemical hardness 
(η). To calculate these global properties of reactivity, the inite 
difference approximation must be used since the derivative of 
the energy with respect to N is discontinuous, in this way, we 
obtain the following formulas [21-22]:
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The reactivity and selectivity of the molecular structure 
of the RBD are fully characterized through local and global 
electronic properties. To ind the local selectivity or reactivity 
of the RBD molecule, the Fukui functions were used. These 
functions were introduced by Parr and Yang [24] as a 
generalization of the frontier orbital reactivity concepts, and 
they represent the sensitivity of the chemical potential due 
to an external disturbance, as well as the change in electron 
density when the number of electrons changes. So, by 
de inition, the Fukui functions are expressed as [25]:

  ( )

( )

r
f r

N v r






 
 
     

(6)

Applying the inite difference approximation and the 
Mulliken scheme for a system containing N electrons, the 
numerical value of the Fukui functions at all k-sites of our 
molecule for attack by a nucleophile, an electrophile, and a 
radical are obtained, respectively, with the formulas [26]:

   1   f q qk k Nk N
        (7)

     1f q qk k N k N
        (8)

   
0

1   1f q qk k N k N      
 (9)

Where qk(N+1), qk(N), qk(N-1) are the charge in the k-site 
when the system there are N+1, N, N-1 electrons.

Since the Fukui indices represent the variation of the local 
electron density induced by the introduction of electrons into 
the system or the escape of electrons from the system, the 
greater this variation, the more reactive the system will be at 
position r of the molecule, since A chemical potential gradient 
will be generated that will cause a greater charge transfer. 
So, the higher the numerical value of the f(r), the greater the 
reactivity we will have on the site. 

The latter will provide more elements to predict future 
mutations or drug design to inhibit SARS-CoV-2.

Finally, in order to obtain the absorption spectrum of 
the RBD, the structure was optimized using the Molecular 
Mechanics Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF) level of 
theory, using the Spartan ‘94 program.

Results and discussions
Figure 1, and Figure A1 of the appendix, correspond to the 

most stable structure of the RBD quantum model. It is made 
up of 786 atoms, of which 380 are hydrogen (H, white), 260 
are carbon (C, gray), 78 are oxygen (O, red), 66 are nitrogen 
(N, green), and 2 are sulfur (S, yellow). The sequence of amino 

acids, together with any properties of them, which form the 
RBD system, is presented below: 

455 L, Leucine (hydrophobic-nonpolar-nulli ication of 
forces, Hydrophobic interactions, and Van der Waals)

456 F, Phenylalanine (aromatic-hydrophobic-nonpolar-
most reactive, Van Der Waals interactions with receptor. 
Hydrophobic and Van der Waals interactions)

457 R, Arginine (hydrophilic-unstable)

458 K, Lysine (hydrophilic-unstable)

459 S, Serine (hydrophilic-polar-reactive-unstable in 
alkaline medium)

460 N, Asparagine (hydrophilic-negative charge-can be 
ionized or non-charge responsible)

461 L, Leucine (hydrophobic-nonpolar-nulli ication of 
forces)

462 K, Lysine (hydrophilic-unstable)

463 P, Proline (nonpolar-but not hydrophobic)

464 F, Phenylalanine (aromatic-hydrophobic-nonpolar-
most reactive)

465 E, Glutamic acid (hydrophilic-negative charge- can be 
ionized or not-responsible for charge)

466 R, Arginine (hydrophilic-unstable)

467 D, Aspartic acid (hydrophilic-negative charge- can be 
ionized or not-responsible for charge)

468 I, Isoleucine (hydrophobic)

786H 
 
 
783O 
 
 

1N 

Figure 1: At the RBD molecular model, left side, the 783 oxygen, and 786 hydrogen 
atoms respectively are observed, see attached table A1. These two atoms belong to 
the tyrosine amino acid, cited in attached table A2. This amino acid is circled on the 
left side of Figure 1. Moreover, we can say that the last amino acid, circled on the right 
side of this igure is the Leucine amino acid. Beginning with a blue nitrogen atom, 
numbered as 1N atom; go to the attached table A2 and igure A1.
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469 S, Serine (hydrophilic-polar-reactive-unstable in 
alkaline medium)

470 T, Threonine (hydrophilic-polar-reactive-unstable in 
alkaline medium)

471 E, Glutamic acid (hydrophilic-negative charge- may be 
ionized or non-charge responsible)

472 I, Isoleucine (hydrophobic)

473 Y, Tyrosine (aromatic-hydrophobic-nonpolar-most 
reactive) Van Der Waals interactions with receptor

474 Q, Glutamine (hydrophilic-negative charge-can be 
ionized or non-charge responsible)

475 A, Alanine (hydrophobic)

476 G, Glycine (hydrophobic) Reported virus/receptor 
recognition (weaker)

477 S, Serine (hydrophilic-polar-reactive-unstable in 
alkaline medium). Mutations: N, K

478 T, Threonine (hydrophilic-polar-reactive-unstable in 
alkaline medium) Mutations: K

479 P, Proline (nonpolar-but not hydrophobic)

480 C, Cysteine (unstable under S-oxidation conditions)

481 N, Asparagine (hydrophilic-negative charge- may be 
ionized or non-charge responsible)

482 G, Glycine (hydrophobic)

483 V, Valine (hydrophobic)

484 E, Glutamic acid (hydrophilic-negative charge-can be 
ionized or non-charge responsible) Mutations: K, K, K

485 G, Glycine (hydrophobic)

486 F, Phenylalanine (aromatic-hydrophobic-nonpolar-
most reactive)

487 N, Asparagine (hydrophilic-negative charge-may 
ionize or not-responsible for charge) Virus/receptor 
recognition reported

488 C, Cysteine (unstable under S-oxidation conditions)

489 Y, Tyrosine (aromatic-hydrophobic-nonpolar-most 
reactive) Reported virus/receptor recognition (weak)

490 F, Phenylalanine (aromatic-hydrophobic-nonpolar-
most reactive)

491 P, Proline (nonpolar-but not hydrophobic)

492 L, Leucine (hydrophobic-nonpolar-nulli ication of 
forces)

493 Q, Glutamine (hydrophilic-negative charge-can be 
ionized or non-charge responsible)

494 S, Serine (hydrophilic-polar-reactive-unstable in 
alkaline medium)

495 Y, Tyrosine (aromatic-hydrophobic-nonpolar-most 
reactive)

496 G, Glycine (hydrophobic)

497 F, Phenylalanine (aromatic-hydrophobic-nonpolar-
most reactive)

498 Q, Glutamine (hydrophilic-negative charge-may 
be ionized or non-charge responsible) Virus/receptor 
recognition reported

499 P, Proline (nonpolar-but not hydrophobic)

500 T, Threonine (hydrophilic-polar-reactive-unstable in 
alkaline medium) Reported virus/receptor recognition

501 N, Asparagine (hydrophilic-negative charge- can be 
ionized or not-responsible for charge). Mutations: Y, Y, Y, Y.

502 G, Glycine (hydrophobic) Virus/receptor recognition 
reported.

503 V, Valine (hydrophobic)

504 G, Glycine (hydrophobic)

505 Y, Tyrosine (aromatic-hydrophobic-nonpolar-most 
reactive)

The type of atom, the assigned number, and their respective 
coordinates are reported in Table A1 of the appendix. The 
sequence of amino acids together with the atoms (identi ied 
with their assigned number in Table A1) that constitute each 
one of them is summarized in Table A2 of the appendix.

On the other hand, the proper function of the HOMO 
frontier molecular orbital is shown in Figure 2. In this image, 
it can be seen that the HOMO orbital encloses the amino acid 
489 Tyrosine; in addition, it is found that the eigenvalue of 
the HOMO is -5.559 eV, which indicates that the RBD can 
spontaneously donate electrons to other molecular structures 
whose LUMO has an energy lower than -5.559 eV. Thus, it is 
found that some of the regions with the greatest probability 
of reacting or interacting with other molecular structures, 
such as the ACE2 receptor cells of the human organism, is the 
amino acid 489 Tyrosine.

Figure 3 represents the spatial distribution of the LUMO 
frontier molecular orbital, this orbital encloses the amino 
acids 467 Aspartic, 468 Isoleucine, 469 Serine, 470 Threonine, 
with its calculated eigenvalue being -2.167 eV, so that in these 
regions, the RBD molecule will be able to accept electrons 
from external molecular structures that have their HOMO 

https://hspioa.org/fulltext/jcicm/jcicm-aid1047-Supplementary Information.zip
https://hspioa.org/fulltext/jcicm/jcicm-aid1047-Supplementary Information.zip
https://hspioa.org/fulltext/jcicm/jcicm-aid1047-Supplementary Information.zip
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energy greater than -2.167 eV. It is precisely in these areas 
determined by the HOMO and LUMO orbitals where there 
is a greater probability of presenting various mutations in 
the wild-type SARS-CoV-2 or failing that, react with other 
molecular structures that can inhibit them. The ELUMO-EHOMO 
energy gap is 3.392 eV, since the said gap is relatively high, it 
is found that the RBD nanostructure is highly internally stable 
and also behaves as an electrically non-conductive structure.

Using equations 1 to 5, we obtained the electronic energies 
values and the global reactivity indices given by E(N+1)= 
-555,745.03 eV, E(N)= -555, 748.30 eV, E(N-1)= -555,752.08 eV; 
EA= -3.27 eV, IP= 3.78 eV; μ= -0.255 eV, ω= 0.00922 eV, η= 3.525 
eV. 

The electronic chemical potential is a property of global 
chemical reactivity of the system which measures the tendency 
of electrons to escape from the system in equilibrium so that 
electrons low from systems of high chemical potential to 
systems of low chemical potential, the low will occur until 
the chemical potential of the two systems is equal. According 
to the previous results, it is found that the RBD will have a 
higher probability of reacting with other molecules or amino 
acids whose chemical potential differs markedly at -0.255 eV. 
This value of the chemical potential indicates that the RBD will 
have a high probability of transferring electrons or electric 
charge towards external molecules with a chemical potential 
lower than -0.255 eV, thus being able to behave as a Lewis 
base; while it will accept electrons from external molecules 
whose chemical potential is greater than -0.255 eV, being 
able to behave in this case as a Lewis acid. It is a condition 
for the RBD of the spike protein may mutate or react with 
other molecular structures that may belong to new drugs. 
In addition, the value of the chemical potential obtained in 
this work is an indicator of the high contagion or pandemic 
capacity of wild-type SARS-CoV-2.

On the other hand, equation 5 tells us that the chemical 
hardness is a global property of the system and measures 
the resistance that it imposes to the change in its electronic 
distribution. In this context, hardness is a descriptor 
of reactivity. According to the numerical value of the 
chemical hardness calculated in this work (3.525 eV) and 
its interpretation as the variation of the chemical potential 
with respect to the change in the number of electrons, we 
ind that the molecular structure of the RBD remains almost 

invariant globally by carrying out chemical reactions with 
external systems or molecules. This could indicate that the 
global molecular structure of the RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein is resistant to being altered or modi ied, hence 
the relatively long time it took to have the irst vaccine for the 
treatment of COVID-19.

The electrophilicity index is a measure of the energy 
stabilization of the system when it is saturated with electrons 
from the external medium. As the numerical value of the 

528 O 

Figure 2: The green lobes represent the spatial distribution of the proper function 
of the HOMO frontier molecular orbital. The O(528) oxygen atom has the maximum 
Fukui index value.

257 C 

Figure 3: Spatial distribution of the LUMO frontier molecular orbital is represented 
by green lobes. The C(257) carbon atom has the maximum Fukui index value.
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electrophilicity index of the RBD is relatively very small 
(0.0922 eV) we conclude that the RBD molecule is energetically 
very stable when chemical reactions with external molecules 
are carried out. This indicates that said molecule does not 
signi icantly alter its energy power during the reactions. This 
explains the high virulence rate of wild-type SARS-CoV-2, 
which is related to its pathogenicity.

The study of local selectivity or reactivity for the RBD 
molecule was done by Fukui functions using equations 6 to 
9. We know that when the system undergoes a nucleophilic 
attack, the electrons enter the molecule in the LUMO orbital 
zone; while in electrophilic attacks, the electrons that are 
transferred come from the HOMO orbital zone. To relate what 
was said in the previous paragraph with the Fukui indices, in 
Table 1 we present the atoms of the LUMO and HOMO zones 
that have the largest value of their respective Fukui indices 
together with their respective charges, obtained by Mulliken’s 
population analysis. In addition, this table shows the atoms 
with the highest Fukui index for radical attacks along with 
their respective charge.

From Table 1 we found that the sites most likely to suffer 
nucleophilic attacks into LUMO are those occupied by the 
H(246), C(257), H(242), and C(238) atoms. In this table, can 
be observed that these sites have an excess of positive atomic 
charge, or a de icit of electrons as expected. Another result 
obtained is that the hydrogen and carbon atoms within the 
LUMO are the most likely to receive electrons from external 
molecules. 

On the other hand, according to the largest Fukui indices, it 
is found that sites most likely to suffer reactions electrophilic 
are the sites occupied by 0(528), C(533), C(534), and 0(542) 
atoms. It is observed that in these atoms the largest amount of 
negative atomic charge is concentrated, that is to say, it has an 
excess of electrons, and it is from these sites that electrons are 
transferred to an external electrophilic molecule. In addition, 
we can see that the atoms within the HOMO orbital most likely 

to carry out electrophilic reactions with external molecules 
are those of oxygen and carbon.

Our results indicate that the largest Fukui indices along 
the RBD molecule for radical attacks are located outside the 
HOMO and LUMO frontier orbitals, and they correspond to 
atoms O(112), S(417), O(684), and O(729). It is noteworthy 
that the Mulliken atomic charge that is concentrated in these 
sites is negative and that it is the oxygen atoms outside the 
frontier orbitals that are the most likely to suffer this type of 
attack.

Through the DFT calculation of the Mulliken population 
analysis [17], we found that the amino acids with the highest 
amount of positive or negative charge are 477S, 478T, 484E, 
501N with Mulliken atomic charges of -0.032 au, 0.025 au, 
-0.213 au, -0.102 au, respectively. These results indicate that 
ionic or Van der Waals interactions with external molecules 
can be carried out at the sites of these amino acids.

On the other hand, Graphs 1,2 present the values of the 
Fukui indices of the 768 atoms, belonging to the 50 amino 
acids that make up the RBD, for nucleophilic and electrophilic 
attacks, respectively.

In Graph 1, it can be seen that the amino acids that have 
sites with the highest Fukui index of nucleophilic attack are 
L455; F456; D467, which is inside the LUMO orbital; I468, 
located within the LUMO orbital; F486; Y489, within the 
HOMO orbital; Q493; S494; N501; G502; V503; Y505.

In Graph 2, it is found that the amino acids that have an 
atom with the highest Fukui index for electrophilic attack 
are: L455; F456; R466; D467, within the LUMO orbital; I468, 
within the LUMO orbital; C480; F486; Y489, within the HOMO 
orbital; Q493; S494; P499; N501; G502; V503; Y505.

These 15 amino acids have the highest probability and 
af inity to bind with the ACE2 of the human organism, and 
cause contagion. Of these, amino acids L455, F486, Q493, S494, 
N501, and Y505 have been reported since 2020 as the six RBD 
amino acids to bind to ACE2 [27]. Thus, in this study, another 
nine amino acids have been found that can cause the binding 
between RBD and ACE2, which represents a new contribution 
to the knowledge of the RBD of wild-type SARS-CoV-2.

Finally, Figure 4 shows the IR absorption spectrum of the 
RBD structure. It can be seen that the spectrum shows the 
elongations corresponding to the amino groups at around 
3456 cm-1. At 2700 to 3000 cm-1, the elongations corresponded 
to the CH, CH2, and CH3 groups, while at around 1100 to 1200 
cm-1 the bands corresponding to the CO were observed.

Current drugs with the purpose facing respiratory 
diseases mainly caused by SARS-CoV-2 are harmful to senior 
citizens or human beings with a sensible immunological 
system [28,29] These motivate the research of new active 

Table 1: Sites with the highest probability of electrophilic attacks (f-) within the 
HOMO frontier molecular orbital, together with the sites with the highest probability of 
nucleophilic attacks (f+) located within the LUMO frontier orbital, and the sites with the 
highest probability of attacks with radicals (f0) along the RBD molecule. The Mulliken 
charges and the position coordinates of the respective atoms are also reported.

Frontier 
molecular orbital

Indexed 
Atom

Fukui 
index

Mulliken atomic 
charge (a.u)

Coordinates (x(A),y 
(A),z (A)) 

HOMO O(528) f-= 0.008 -0.499 (26.31, -34.20, 40.76)
HOMO C(533) f-= 0.007 -0.245 (24.40, -30.08, 45.43)
HOMO C(534) f-= 0.004 -0.214 (24.25, -30.66, 44.18)
HOMO 0(542) f-= 0.005 -0.592 (24.91, -30.32, 47.76)
LUMO H(246) f+= 0.023 0.227 (55.71, -63.98, 65.92)
LUMO C(257) f+= 0.020 0.464 (54.65, -60.42, 65.79)
LUMO H(242) f+= 0.012 0.188 (55.43, -66.36, 65.28)
LUMO C(238) f+= 0.015 0.487 (55.17, -63.21, 64.01)
NONE 0(112) f0= 0.004 -0.525 (54.57, -80.14, 75.02)
NONE 0(684) f0= 0.004 -0.505 (27.44, -26.71, 19.92)
NONE S(417) f0= 0.006 -0.243 (43.53, -54.73, 52.40)
NONE 0(729) f0= 0.004 -0.508 (15.71, -32.17, 25.64)
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antiviral compounds, being the main strategy of the molecular 
modeling method [30,31]. Showing the irst step for a 
magni icent research of the best inhibitors, brie ly, this work 
gives unchangeable data for the due of the molecular docking 
study and generates the irst generations of the possible spike 
selective inhibitors.

Conclusion
Using computational modeling and simulation techniques 

based on density functional theory, the most stable structure 
of a molecular model of the receptor binding domain (RBD) 
of the spike protein of the wild-type or original-type SARS-
CoV-2 virus was obtained. Our results indicate that the LUMO 

molecular orbital is in the region occupied by the amino acids 
467 Aspartic, 468 Isoleucine, 469 Serine, and 470 Threonine, 
with its calculated eigenvalue being -2.167 eV. While the 
HOMO molecular orbital is located in the region of amino acid 
489 Tyrosine with an energy of -5,559 eV.

The results of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals, together 
with the values of the Fukui indices and electric charge, lead 
us to af irm that the electrophilic attacks with the greatest 
probability of occurring will be carried out in the 0(528), 
C(533), C(534) and 0(542) atoms, while the nucleophilic 
attacks will occur with highest probability in H(246), C(257), 
H(242) and C(238) atoms. Radical attacks are most likely to 
occur on 0(112), S(417), O(684) and O(729) atoms.

The DFT results of the global reactivity indices (chemical 
potential, chemical hardness, and global electrophilicity) 
indicate that the RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 protein S is more 
prone to receiving electrons from external molecules with 
a chemical potential greater than 0.255 eV, and to transfer 
electrons to external molecules with chemical potential less 
than 0.255 eV, this result can be related to the high degree 
of contagion of the SARS-CoV-2 virus; likewise, chemical 
hardness indicates that the RBD globally maintains its 
atomic and molecular structure during chemical reactions 
or polar or electrostatic interactions with other systems; On 
the other hand, the electrophilicity value indicates that the 
energy power of the RBD studied remains almost constant 
after chemical reactions with other external molecules, which 
justi ies the high virulence of SARS-CoV-2 in the human body.

The Mulliken charge distribution indicates that the highest 
concentrations of positive and negative charge are found in the 
zones 477S, 478T, 484E, 501N with Mulliken atomic charges 
of -0.032 au, 0.025 au, -0.213 au, -0.102 au, respectively, which 
are the most likely to carry out polar, electrostatic or Van der 
Walls interactions with external systems.

Finally, the IR absorption spectrum of the RBD structure 
indicates that the spectrum shows the elongations 
corresponding to the amino groups at around 3456 cm-1. At 
2700 to 3000 cm-1 the elongations corresponded to the CH, 
CH2, and CH3 groups, while at around 1100 to 1200 cm-1 the 
bands correspond to the CO group. 

In this study, another nine amino acids have been found 
that can cause the binding between RBD and ACE2, which 
represents a new contribution to the knowledge of the RBD of 
wild-type SARS-CoV-2.
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